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[Preamble]
This document contains MAJOR SPOILERS. Only read if you are stuck in a certain part of the game, or if you don't mind being spoiled. To facilitate this, this document has been broken into sections pertaining to each major quest, hereafter known as chapters.
I have tried to compile this guide as best as I could, but due to the size of the module and the many different ways of completing quests; it is of course possible that there are errors within this document. Please let me know in case something needs to be corrected.
It should also be noted that there are quite a lot of other areas with things to do. You can enter most of the houses in Betancuria, and other areas that are not quests per se, but mini dungeons to explore or just a couple of homes you could plunder.
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Mandatory Quests
================
[Introduction - Betancuria, Castle]
The start of the game finds your character in her room. Speak to the maid then watch as a Dhorn captain and some soldiers break into your room. When the maid is killed you can choose to break free (requires a Strength check), wriggle away (requires a Tumble check) or bluff (requires a Bluff check). When the Captain's distracted, quickly slip past. Watch your character running through the castle until Vico snatches her and things grow black.  A scene will occur in which Vico will force himself upon you.  You can fight or not.  The result will be the same.
After Vico is done, you can choose to follow him or refuse:
-	If you follow him, you will be given a worn dress and follow him to the Bear Pit where you meet Nathan and Chella with some modesty.
-	If refuse to go with him, he will knock you unconscious and take you with him to the Bear Pit where you meet Nathan and Chella without any clothes on.

[Chapter 1 - The Seven Lessons]
Go to Chella and she will tell you that Nathan wants to talk to you.  On your way upstairs, you will run into Caron.  He will talk to you and take interest in you.  In the future you will be able to tell him about your lessons.  You will also be able to have a scene with him when you take a bath in your room next to the kitchen.  Do that before the lessons, otherwise it won’t make sense as he asks you about the conversation you’re about to have with Master Nathan.  You can also speak to Trissa and she will tell you to stay away from Caron, you can be nice or nasty to her.  You’re choice.  After you talk to her, you can talk to Caron about whether or not he has a relationship with her.
Go upstairs to meet Nathan. He will tell you that you must go through seven lessons. As he mentions, it does not matter in which order you complete the lessons, but if your level is lower than level three for Lesson 7, you will need to work on some other lessons first.  I would go ahead and go take a bath next so you can have your conversation with Caron.  

*Lesson 1 - Disguise Yourself as a Beggar
Talk to Chella to learn more about this lesson. You need to acquire an appropriate outfit and/or some ash you can smear on your face. Getting the ash is very simple: just search the ovens in Chella's kitchen.
The outfit can be obtained in two ways:
-	You can go to "Gaston's Tailor Shop" (Northern Betancuria) and ask him to make the outfit for you. You will need a decent Bluff, Persuade or Intimidate skill in order to succeed. He will then tell you that he needs a model in order to create the outfit. If your Charisma is high enough (19+) you can model for him and thus acquire the haute couture beggar outfit from him. Charisma can be raised by wearing the dress Chella keeps in her room and/or by getting a beauty treatment at the "Palace of Beauty" (Northern Betancuria).
-	You can visit the beggar who resides at the harbor (Southern Betancuria). He can be found standing close-by a burning barrel opposite of the "Wild Cat". You can:
-	Buy the clothes from him (50 gold plus some sturdy clothes which you can buy at "Gaston's Tailor Shop").
-	Lure him out of sight of the guards by promising him a look at your breasts so that you can kill him without the patrols noticing.  This will adjust your alignment towards evil
-	Lure him out of sight of the guards by promising him a look at your breasts so that you can "do him a favour", but he won't give you his clothes for this option.  You’ll have to buy the clothes, kill, or intimidate him.
-	After you lure him, you can hold your knife to his throat to intimidate him into giving you his clothes.  This will adjust your alignment two points evil
Once you have the appropriate outfit wear it and return to Chella. Depending on your modified Charisma you may need to use the ash on yourself to lower it some more (below 10), then talk to Chella. She will take you upstairs and you will get a reward for finishing this lesson.
After you are done, you can talk to Caron and if you’re nice to him, you can tell him about your past, although he will not believe you.

*Lesson 2 - Learn How to Fight
Visit "Hatori's Tea Shop" during the day as all shops close at nighttime. Help Hatori with the dishes and talk to him.
In the evening, follow him into the cellar. You get to choose your weapon, so make sure your class can use it. You will then need to survive three "battles":
-	Bashing the combat dummy should be easy enough.
-	Evading Taka might prove a lot more difficult as he's a decent fighter and will often stun you. You could fight him, parry him or you can just jog around in the cellar tumbling past him while Hatori counts from ten to one.
-	Finally you need to fight a worg and kill it.
Once done, Hatori will give you a reward and either the makings of studded leather armor or studded leather armor +1, depending on how polite and modest you have been while talking to him. Take this item to the smith to have it remade into the appropriate armor
After you’re done you can go to Caron and speak to him about the lesson.  If you’re nice to him, he will tell you that Vico was there to warn him away from you.  The he will ask you if it’s true that you and Vico had and affair.  You can tell him what happened and he will tell you that Vico is an ass, which I think everyone has figured out anyway.

*Lesson 3 - Cross the Sewers
Go and see Drago Stormborn in the warehouse at the harbor (Southern Betancuria). You will have to talk to one of the workers first to get a password to the cellar. Drago will ask you to cross the sewers as a proof that you know how to be stealthy. Stay hidden from now on and make your way through the sewers (there's really just one path through, but you can find a few short cuts depending on your Pick Lock skill). At the spiders' lair you will have to bash the webs that block the tunnel.
When you cross the bridge downstairs you will hear some people talking to the north. Go north at the following crossroad and listen to them.  This is important for a future quest.
Then turn south. The ladder leads up to a ruined house. Get the sewer key from the old man then go back into the sewers, go west and open the last door. From there you can go back to Drago and get your reward.  Once you have the key, you can go through the sewers and open up paths to the areas of Betancuria.  There is an exit near the Bear Pit in Northern Betancuria, one in Western Betancuria near the exotic wares, one in the Bear Pit, one outside of Drago’s warehouse, and one to the hideout in the sewer.  Once you open each of these, you’ll be able to go to any ladder in the sewers and transport.
After you’re done you can go to Caron and speak to him about the lesson.  If you’re nice to him, he will tell you that he thinks that Master Nathan likes you as a daughter.


*Lesson 4 - Pia
Visit Joanna at her home (Southern Betancuria) and talk to her. She wants you to go to the "Lion's Head Inn" (Northern Betancuria) to help her son. She will also give you some money and tell you to first stop by at "Talana's Lingerie Store" (Northern Betancuria) to buy some lingerie.
Once you have the lingerie wait until it gets dark. Joanna's son will wait outside the "Lion's Head Inn". Talk to him, and he’ll tell you to go in and ask for Pia.  She is in the side room practicing (during the night; during the day she's upstairs in her suite and you cannot reach her). Open the door and talk to her guard and he will let you in (if you are wearing the lingerie). Talk to Pia and go upstairs with her. Things will quickly lead to Pia asking you into her bedroom, even if you try and succeed in resisting her. You can by-pass what happens in her bedroom if you decide to drink so much wine that you won't remember anything afterwards.  Otherwise you can engage in an adult scene.
When you wake up, grab the key and the book (if your character would be interested in it, it’s basically and adult fantasy story.) in the chest of drawers. Unlock the cabinet in the living room and get the papers. Pia will come out of the bedroom and talk to you, telling you that you have finished this lesson as well.
After you’re done you can go to Caron and speak to him about the lesson.  You can tell him about the incident with Pia.  That’s about it.

*Lesson 5 - Pick Pocket
See Yance at the market place (Northern Betancuria) and talk to him. Steal the ring from him when he asks you to do so (you may keep this ring). He will then tell you to bring him three different rings: 
The first ring is on a dark skinned sailor at the harbor in south Betancuria. Either pick pocket the ring or talk to the sailor. He will give you the ring in exchange for a little loving. Be careful of charming him too much, since if you choose the prostitute option you are branded a whore and stand the chance of getting an STD from him.
The second ring is at 5, Castle Street (Northern Betancuria). You will need to break into the house. Watch out for the patrols, as they will attack you should they see you tampering with the lock. Be careful of the dog and get the keys for the first floor from the bookcase. Go upstairs and get the ring in a cabinet in one of the bedrooms. 
For ring number three go to 23, Knight's Street (Western Betancuria). Before you get there the Dhorn Love quest will spawn, so you need to return here after that. Break into the house and simply walk up to the first floor. Herney will always talk to you (no need to sneak about) when you open his door or enter his room. Bluff and Persuade him into giving you the ring, or Pick Pocket it from him while you are talking or do him a "special favor" for it.
Return to Yance with all three rings to claim your reward.
After you’re done you can go to Caron and speak to him about the lesson.  If you’re nice to him, he will tell you a little about himself and how he once wanted to be a pimp.  You can suggest that he should get his own place.


*Lesson 6 - Break into the Wizard's Tower
Go and talk to Alfons in the sewers (you will have to complete lesson 3 for access to the sewers; Alfons is in the "Hideout" you reach when you enter the sewers through the ruined house and go south). Convince Alfons that you are able to do this job (need a Persuade skill of four). Buy a rope from the guy in the "Hideout", or from Drago at the warehouse (if you need to sell any contraband, do so at Drago's, since the other guy becomes unavailable later in the module and you might want to buy something back).
Go to the island in the middle of Southern Betancuria, then to the wizard's tower. You will find a window standing open on one of the upper floors. Use your rope to get up but watch out for patrolling Dhorn, as they will attack you on sight if they catch you trying to break into the tower.  You can run away from them if they do attack you.
Inside the tower, first check out the library on that floor. Pull the lever; you will hear it unlocks a door somewhere else. Then go down to the ground floor and look behind the bookshelf; there is a door hidden behind it. Bash the bookshelf (but be careful not to attract the attention of the dogs or the golem guard). Sneak into the cellar and beware of the imp (it mostly spots you anyway so kill it). Get the wizard's key from the chest of drawers in the small study room. Go back up to the second floor. The wizard's key unlocks the door to the wizard's bedroom, but you can break into the other rooms too (you can rest in the storeroom). Exchange the clocks and hit the road. Visit Alfons, show him the wizard's clock as a proof that you have exchanged the clocks, get your reward and can then sell the clock.
After you’re done you can go to Caron and speak to him about the lesson.  If you’re nice to him, you can tell him about the task and how the clock exploded the tower, (if you noticed that part)  He will sympathize with you.

*Lesson 7 - Boat Trip
Visit Frank Kelten at the "One Thousand Steps Inn" (Southern Betancuria). You will go on a boat trip with him. He will dump you in the wilderness.
Sneak to the farmhouse in the north and ask about the road (you can also trade with the farmer). Sneak to the road along the west wall then turn south (if you turn north you can end the module prematurely, but your character will be free of the Dhorn and everything else in Betancuria). On the other side of the bridge there is a bandit camp. Sneak your way through and free Anden:
-	Kill all the bandits then talk to him
-	Wait until nighttime and use the shackles on the ground behind him.
If you haven't killed them yet, you can go back and fight the bandits if you wish once Anden is in your party. Follow the road south and east to go back to Betancuria. As soon as you enter the city, Anden will tell you that he has to go, but that he wants to see you again. Say goodbye to him for now, then go back to Frank and claim your reward.
Caron will not be available with any further conversations after this.

*Conclusion
Once all seven lessons are showing up as "finished" in your journal, go and see Nathan (you can also go and see him at various other times in the game and the dialogue options may give you a reward or not). He will give a little speech and explain what the family is about, and welcome you aboard. He will also give you the key for your own apartment at 2, Acorn Street (Northern Betancuria).

[Chapter 2 - Uncover the Dhorn Spies]
You can start this as soon as Nathan has welcomed you into the family.
Go to your apartment and get some rest (you can also play with yourself in your apartment to increase your "special love" skill if your character is so inclined; if your current "special love" skill is one or none, you need to have taken the book from Pia's room and read it first until you are aroused enough to do so; if you "special love" skill is less than three and you've already had sex that day you cannot play with yourself). When you choose to rest you will hear water running through under the house, hinting at a near-by entrance to the sewers.
When you wake up, break into 1, Acorn Street next door Pick Pocket Bognar's key from him to unlock the door to his cellar. Enter the sewers. You will notice this was the place where you overheard the two people talking during Lesson 3.  As soon as you enter the sewers, you will see a figure.  It will be Caron and he will be seriously messed up.  You will find that his guts have been opened up and his tongue cut out.  This scene sucks and he will die on you.  If you don’t have enough discipline, you will throw up.  After that, you can go through a door, if you sneak, you can hear the two dhorn talking about how they tortured him and he wouldn’t get far.  They will also say that they didn’t really get any useful information from him.  At this point, kill them.  You don’t have to, but still.  .  .
Go back up to Bognar and talk to him. He will attack you. Get him down to "near death" and he will yield. Try not to kill him, although that is difficult.  Talk to him again. He will tell you that he doesn't know anything except that he remembers some "oil covered men" (gladiators rubbing oil on their skin so it gets slippery and their opponents cannot grab hold of them; you can ask also the staff at the "Palace of Beauty" or the "Bath House" in Northern Betancuria about oil) using his cellar to meet with the Dhorn.  After this, you can let him go or kill him (evil adjustment, I disagree with this.  You should be forgiven for the fact that you’re still pissed off about Caron).  Then go talk to Nathan and he will ask you to investigate.  You can take Caron’s body, although it’s heavy.  Master Nathan will make sure there is a service performed.
If you got information about the oil, you can present that as evidence to Master Nathan.  He will send you, Vico and some bodyguards to take care of the gladiators. Return to Nathan once all the gladiators are dead to claim your reward.
-	Go to the arena in the western part of the city and talk to the ticket vendor. She will tell you that a lady named Sharita might get you a rendezvous with the gladiators. Sharita used to run a bordello opposite from the "Lion's Head Inn" but the Dhorn closed it so now she hangs out at the "Lion's Head Inn". Talk to her (she is always in the common room, but will now respond after you have talked to the ticket vendor). Either convince her to send you in for 50gp or pay her 1000gp. She will take you to the arena and you will go down a slide.  When you get there, there will be a gladiator who will question you.  You have choices. 
-	Do as he demands and get brutally "taken" by all the gladiators including the one you saw in the sewers.
-	Fight him, then peek into the room to recognize the gladiator you saw in the sewers and exit via the portal. This option may be too difficult until you have completed Chapters 3a and 3b, or have some damage reduction gear.
-	Alternatively you can just break into the arena and the lower levels and only after this quest is available.  (Open Lock checks are difficult so that's for expert rogues only). At the gladiators' hideout you will recognize the gladiator you saw in the sewers.
Go back to Nathan and tell him you found evidence that the gladiators are indeed the traitors he is looking for. He will send you, Vico and some bodyguards to take care of the gladiators. Return to Nathan once all the gladiators are dead to claim your reward.

[Chapter 3a - The Golden Chalice]
This can be started at any time, but can only continue once you have been accepted into the family (after talking to Nathan).
Meet Christano and Myra at the "One Thousand Steps Inn" (you should have gotten a hint that Christano wants to talk to you during Lesson 7). Meet them both at the harbor and sail to the summer island (during the journey there is an opportunity to increase your "special love" skill). Climb up to the temple (at the top of the mountain, north-east corner of the area).
Enter the temple and take the stairs down in the southwest corner. Fight the spiders, bash the web and grab the small brass key that's on the cocoon.
Go back up and try to open the door with the relief, then take off your clothes and "hug" the door. Fight the undead cleric and get the cleric's key from the chest. Unlock the door opposite of the relief door and go down. You will have to disarm a couple of traps and pick some locks, then go further down.
Unlock the first door in the caverns using the small brass key from the cocoon. At the crossroad unlock the door to the west, first. Fight another undead cleric.  There's a safe room where you can rest at the end of the corridor as long as the door is locked. Lock and unlock the door to the safe room with the small brass key.  There will be a conversation during rest.
Go back to the crossroad. Ignore the door with the blue shafts of light for now. Go south to the cells. Fight the undead slaves.  There's a hole in the southern-most cell. If you have brought a rope, you can use that to climb down and you will get xp for being prepared, otherwise you will have to jump. Christano and Myra will stay in the cell to "watch your back" so you will be on your own for a while.  If you try to go back up the rope there will be no one there.
Go west to the big hole and grab the paladin's diary off his corpse. If you kill the paladin's corpse, you can acquire a nice sword (Using a bow to snipe the paladin in circles around the big hole works fine or hit, run and/or heal for the melee option). Even if you cannot use the sword yourself, it's a nice help as you can give it to Christano later on, or sell.
Go back to the room where you came from. There's a hidden door on the north wall. Follow the corridor (watch out for a LOT of traps!). Sneak into the room with the zombies to the south and get the gloves of thievery and the gate key (they are on the corpse in the south-eastern corner; the zombies may spot you, but if you close and lock the door behind you without fighting them you will be fine). Unlock the fence door using the gate key and enter the sanctum of the temple.
There are two hidden doors in the room you enter. First, go south. Destroy the phylactery in the high priest's room. Also check out the priest's diary for some background and you can rest here. Then go back to the room you entered the area in. Step through the hidden door to the west. Be careful to sneak, as the skeletal guardians will probably tear you apart. Follow the second corridor to the south. There's another hidden door at its end.
Pick pocket the four keys from the four high priests (or kill them if you’ve destroyed their phylacteries). Unlock the remaining rooms of the high priests and destroy all the phylacteries (four in total). This unlocks the door upstairs (the one with the blue shafts you have already passed).
Optionally, enter the chancel in the centre of the area. To summon Hyath you need to pass a check on the altar, just click on it.  Either spellcraft or lore.  Once you pass one of the checks, it will give you some info on the altar.  Click on the altar again and it will start another conversation.  Darkness will gather around you and a shadow will appear.  If you do this after you get Christano or Myra back, the shadow will leave right away.  If you do not have him in your party you will get a ring from him.  It does not matter if you let the shadow sympathize with you.  You can either take the ring or not.  If you do take it, the haste spell is excellent for battle.
There's a hidden door on the south wall of the corridor that surrounds the chapel. Follow it all the way south, then turn east. There's yet another secret door at its end. Step through and go up.
Go up yet another set of stairs. Open the door (the shafts of blue light should be gone as a result of you destroying all four phylacteries) and rejoin with Christano and Myra.
Go down and follow the steps to the north this time. Get rid of the ghouls, and then enter the safe room to the east. Go to the ledge. With the help of Christano and Myra you will reach the small room to the south. Grab the small iron key and the belt of the brave (very useful when you face the mummy warriors later on). Go back to Christano and Myra.  You will engage in a conversation where you can deepen your relationship with Christano while Myra is asleep.  Then Hyath will interfere again.  You can either keep the ring or throw it away during the conversation.
Unlock the door to the south using the small iron key. Do not ignore the warning of danger lurking on its other side!  Myra and Christano will join you and tell you that they will wait at the safe room while you disarm all the traps on the bridge.  They will join you in the room to the south as it is a safe point.  Be sure to close the door so the archers don’t snipe you.
Turn east. Plunder the grave of the undead captain (yet another nice sword, if you can use it, or to give to Christano to use).
Go west and north. In the small room with the three levers pull the southern-most lever to unlock the three cells with the skeletal archers to the north. Get the stained iron key from the northern-most cell.
Go south, cross the bridge. Turn east and north. If you cannot disarm the gas traps, just sneak through carefully (preferably with Christano and Myra waiting safely out of reach). Get the stained brass key from the southern-most cell to the north (there's a hidden door you need to find to enter the cell).
Unlock the two doors to the south with the stained iron key and the stained brass key to reach the tombs.
Pick the lock of the door in the northwestern corner. Take a bath (if you are still suffering from poison this will cure it) if you have accepted Christano’s advances then the option of taking a bath comes up.  After that you can have an adult scene with Christano or reject his advances.  If you still have the ring that the shadow gave you, he will talk to you after.  At that point you can get rid of the ring, or you can summon him, although nothing will happen at that moment.  You will finish your sleep and wake in the morning.
-        When you leave the room with the fountain in it, the shadow of the high priest will spawn and talk to you.  If you have not summoned Hyath, he will tell you the story of how they are here in the tombs and will tell you how to destroy his body and others and get the chalice.  Then you get water from the fountain, put it in the container near the altar and ring the gong.  Then you get attacked.  After you kill the undead, go into the priest’s chamber and remove the chalice.  Go all the way back up and leave the temple. Once you are near the boat Christano will address you. Following his conversation you will be dropped off at Betancuria again.
-        If you have summoned Hyath, he will show up during the conversation as a demon.  If you didn’t figure out that you were summoning a demon, you haven’t been playing D&D long.  At this point you can take the demon’s side and kill Christano which will result in a 10point alignment shift toward evil.  Otherwise the demon will take off Christano’s arm.  If you say this is a good thing, then you will get a 5 point shift in alignment.  After that if you tell Myra that he deserved it, or if you look away then you will get a negative alignment.  If you plead with Hyath not to hurt him anymore, you will get a good shift.  Then you can ask that Hyath heal him which will lead to another positive adjustment and Christano will be raised.  Otherwise you’ll get hit with more evil and Myra will attack the demon and die as well.  Then Hyath will tell you that you’ve done well and offer you a reward.  You can refuse or take a reward of armor, a weapon, or 50000gp, or 6666xp.  Then Hyath tells you he may see you again, although he does not in this module or in part two version 1.12 or earlier versions.  I do not know if he will in part 2 after it is updated.  That will also put an end to the mission, and you can go all the way back up and leave the temple. Talk to the captain at the boat and he will get you back to Betancuria.

When you get back to Betancuria, the first time you enter Northern Betancuria, you will be captured and all of your items taken.  Dumbass Dhorn Captain Dude will threaten to torture you after you rest in your cell.  Then you will go back to your cell, rest again and Mando and Tarleth will come and rescue you.  You will go get your equipment and leave out a secret door.  Once you leave, Mando will lock a gate behind you and a cutscene will ensue where Dumbass Dhorn Captain Dude kills Tarleth and you and Mando get upset.  Leave the area and have a conversation with Master Nathan.

[Chapter 4 - Rescue Pia]
This mission becomes available after you have killed the gladiators (Chapter 2) and once you are back from the "Golden Chalice" quest (Chapter 3a).
Visit Alfons. Ask him if he has a job for you. He will tell you that Pia has disappeared a while ago and asks you to find her. He will give you the key to the academy's summoning room and hint that Pia was last "working" at the academy, so that's where you should start looking.
Go to the academy in Northern Betancuria (it's closed at night time so you need to be there during the day). Head north and west. When you unlock / open the door with the two guards in front of it, they will become hostile to you, so it's a good idea to sneak / hide. Follow the corridor all the way until you reach the stairs up (you may need to bring some lock picks as some of the locks are pretty difficult to pick).
Go up to the first floor and search the students' rooms. Find the two papers pointing towards Dan. They will be in barrels in two different rooms.
Visit Dan (he lives on the floor below Joanna from Lesson 4). Convince him to give you the library key (or kill him for it).
Go back to the academy. Unlock the library door on the first floor. Sneak past the two imps.  In the back of the library there's a hidden door. Step through and go up to the second floor. Watch out for traps from now on!
Follow the corridor all the way to the south. You can sneak into two rooms through hidden doors to get some treasure.  The first one has a clay golem, so sneak carefully.
There's a secret door at the end of the corridor. Sneak into the chancellor's library.  Avoid the imp and get some more treasure.  Go into the chancellor’s office, avoiding the stone golem and bedroom avoiding the minogon to get the “academy compendium” that will give you about 7000xp when you read it if you have a class of arcane spellcaster.  You will also get the chancellors note which will give some info on story line.
Go back to the corridor, north and east at the first crossroad. There's yet another hidden door to the east. Go through the hidden door and you will run into Paulie if you did his quest.  You will argue with him and he will attack you no matter what choice you make.
You can go down the hallway with the warded doors, but none of them will open for you.  Go down the hall a little ways and you will find another hidden door that will let you into a hallway with two more hidden doors to get into the other two rooms.  One of these rooms will have a dead mage that you can loot.  The other will have a portal and an iron golem that you can sneak by.  Go into the portal.
You will find yourself in Terek's office, having broken his desk.  He will take you to see Baron Raventower.  Pia is standing next to him.   Terek will introduce you and the Baron will have him take you to a private room after some sexual harassment of course.
Terek will leave you in the room.  Shortly thereafter, Pia will come in.  You can talk to her and then she will want to rest.  At this point she will sit on the floor and you can ask her what she is doing.  She will mention that there is only one bed.  If you take the bed without her, you are not likely to have a relationship (I think).  Otherwise you can sleep together.
When you wake up, Terek will arrive and take you to the Baron.  At this point you will begin a conversation in which the Baron will listen to the story.  If you are nice to him, he will take you and Pia into the room for an adult scene.  If you are not nice to him he will take Pia into the room alone.  
If he takes Pia into the room alone, you will have the option of doing the guards.  If you do that, Pia will not have a romance with you.  If you refuse, you can still advance the romance.  A short while later, Pia will come out and say the Baron is dead.  The guards will rush in and then rush out and attack you.  Take this time to equip Pia.
If you go into the room with Pia, you will have options as to how far you go.  You may get into a fight in a hurry through the conversation with the Baron, or you may have an adult scene in which you can cut it off by attacking the Baron and kill him.   Or you can go all the way with Pia and the Baron and he dies during intercourse.  After the Baron is dead, the guards will attack.  If you are extremely quick, you can get some equipment on you and Pia.  Otherwise you fight them naked and it will not go well.  
You will be able to go into the office and get some good gold out of a chest there, and there will be another door with some good equipment and treasure.  There will be a secret door to go to the hallway and then downstairs.
On the second floor follow the corridor south, first. You will reach a storage room of sorts where you can some great treasure. Then move down to the first floor and eventually the ground floor (pretty straight forward again).
Sneak out of the castle and go to the entrance.  Sneak past the guards.  Then you and Pia can run away from the castle. After you have crossed the small river find the small cave on top of the mountain to the west. Get some rest at the safe room.
You will have the option of an adult event here with Pia that will advance the romance if you did not ignore her in the room or have sex with the guards.
Pia will propose going back to the Castle to have a discussion with Terek. Do so (you may have to sneak past the soldiers or take them out. Enter the castle and go to the door immediately to the right.  That is how you go up to Terek’s rooms.  When you go into his room, you will confront him and insist he send you both back home.  He will offer to teleport you.  You can make him go with you or not.
Terek will teleport you to an icy cave and leave you there. Go east and take the wand of resurrection off the skeletal bones. Then go west and sneak past Hovazz. Go south. Find the area with all of the boulders and Hovazz will appear without being hostile.  There, he will tell you that he is trapped there by all of those rocks.  If you find a way to destroy them, he will take you wherever you want to go.  Then he will take you to a secret entrance that you can go through.  There you will find another secret door.  Go through that and then it will take you to another door.  
You are in the icy cave.  Go through the passage until you come to another secret door.  You will be next to an underground river.  Go on until you get to the ice beetle and a little beyond that will be an area transition.  

Then you enter another icy cave.  Go along the river for a short way, to the right will be another secret door.  Then you will go through a passage way.  If you go all the way to the dead end, you missed another secret door along the way.  Go back and find it.  You will get a message that it’s a stinky area.  Go on through the next secret door and begin sneaking.  There is an orc shaman here, wait until he’s alone and kill him, or just sneak by grabbing the potions in the pot.  Sneak from here and go past a lot more orcs, they are a fairly tough fight and Pia will die quickly so ignore them unless you just have to kill everything.  There will be three more orcs right before the cave exit.  Leave the cave and there will be more orcs.  Go down a ways and sneak past the winter wolves.  Make your way through the Mountain of Frost. The exit is in the southwestern corner of the area.
You can visit the ranger in the round home next to the road and find out info on what happened to the Baron and how Terek is now in charge.
Go to Ravenstown now.  You’ll need to have the guard open the gate.  If you try to do it yourself, he’ll become hostile.  That would make things more difficult.  If you ask the right questions you can get a little more info on Terek.  
From here you can go to the Ice Princess and get info on how to remove the rocks from Hovazz’s lair from Donan, Lefur and Lorico.  They are treasure hunters and will tell you that implosion bottles would work but that no one will be willing to sell them except maybe the Paradise Shop.  You won’t be able to get them unless you have completed the Baron’s quest.  You can talk to people and find out more info on Terek if you wish.  There is no opportunity for actual prostitution or adult scenes here.  
Next, find the Mausoleum behind the town and break in. Find the cell that contains Baron Ravenstower's sarcophagus. Use the wand of resurrection on the sarcophagus to bring the Baron back to life. Have him join you (you can then go back to one of the shops to get him some gear, or leave him naked as punishment)  If you wish to plunder the tombs, do that before you rescue him or he will whine about it.
Go around and get as many guards as you can as henchmen.  They will help you battle Terek.  Then you can go down to the basement.  Battle Terek and his guards however you like.  Once you are done, the Baron will give you permission to buy the implosive bottles from the paradise store.  I might mention that he has to be alive to do so, so if you foolishly allowed him to die in battle, you can resurrect him and fix it that way. 
After you buy the implosion bottles, you can go back to Hovazz’s lair the same way you came.  Beware of the treasure hunters.  They will attack you in one of the passages.  Go implode the rocks and Hovazz will take you back to Betancuria.

[Chapter 5 - Back in Betancuria]
Once you have rescued Pia, Alfons will tell you that Nathan wants to see you. When you approach near the Bear Pit, Anden (the ranger you have freed in Lesson 7; if you haven't, he will explain to you why he's there) will show up and ask you out for dinner. You may have him join your party or refuse him. If you have him in the party, leave him using a bow.  Whatever you do, don’t give him a melee weapon and make him fight melee.  He will just stand around while you get your butt kicked.  This will begin a love/hate.  .    wait, it really just turns into a hate relationship with Anden.  I don’t think I’ve met anyone that actually likes the bastard.  Anyway, after entering the Bear Pit, Dhorn commandoes enter, resulting in a major battle against the Dhorn:
-	You can stay and fight (this battle is a lot easier if you have Vico in your party and/or manage to kill the Dhorn battle mage quickly) and once you have won the battle, you should leave the Bear Pit through the kitchen window.
-	Get up and make a run for it and leave the Bear Pit through the kitchen window.
The Dhorn will have a lot of soldiers stationed around the Bear Pit, so if you decide to leave through the main door, be prepared for yet another big fight.
Go to the sewers and tell Alfons what has happened. He will give orders to abandon the hideout immediately. On your way out you will encounter more Dhorn, but they will be relatively easy to kill.
Meet Alfons at "Warek's Tavern" (harbor area in Southern Betancuria, opposite to the "Wild Cat"). Alfons will send you on a mission to gather information about the whereabouts of Nathan and the other captives and give you the key for the clerk's house (2, Westside, Western Betancuria). If you do not have Anden in your party, or if you choose so, Vico will accompany you from now on.
Go to 2, Westside at nighttime! Break into the house using the key you got from Alfons (it unlocks the backdoor). In this indoor poolroom, grab Mina's key from the armoire next to the pool. It unlocks the doors leading to the upper floors. You can probably also kill her depending on how strictly you want to follow Alfons' orders, this will lead to an evil adjustment Open the door to the foyer and kill or sneak past the Dhorn guards.
On the first floor, pick the lock of the door to the east. A few Dhorn will jump you. Deal with them, and then grab the polished iron key from the chest of drawers in the guards' room. It unlocks the door leading to the second floor.
Move up to the second floor. Open the western door and talk to Kate after dealing with her guards. She will tell you that the clerk you are looking for has left the city (which is a lie, he's hiding in the cellar!). You can again choose to kill an "innocent" depending on how strictly you want to follow Alfons' orders, another evil adjustment if you do.
If you go back to the ground floor from now on, you will be attacked by an endless amount of Dhorn snipers, so instead break into Mina's room (the small bedroom along the east wall). Find the secret door on the north wall of her room. Follow the corridor; it leads down into the cellar.
Break into the small room in the southwestern corner of the area. The lock is quite difficult so you may need to bash the door. Talk to the clerk (Richard). Either he will tell you of the Isle of Prisoners (need a good persuade skill, and you have to be good aligned) or you can learn about the Island by taking the book from his desk.
Unlock the door in the northwestern corner of the area and enter the sewers. Cross the sewers and leave. Be careful because from now on the Dhorn in the city will kill you on sight!
Go back to Alfons at "Warek's Tavern" and tell him what you have found out. If you do not have Anden in your party, you have to recruit him, as he will be your guide for the first part of part two. Anden should be at the "Ranger's Guild" (Southern Betancuria, or wherever you last left him).

Optional Quests
===============
[Spotted!]
This quest is available right from the start.
If you walk through the eastern-most street in Northern Betancuria leading to the southern part of the city, a commoner will address you and tell you he knows you.
Either tell him to meet you at the Bear Pit and tell Nathan about him, or ask the commoner to come with you:
-	You can take him out when you are out of sight of the guards.
-	You can spare his life and tell Nathan about him.

[Mysterious Note]
At some time, a boy will run up to you when you are walking around near the harbor in the southern part of the city, delivering a note to you. The note says somebody wants to meet you at the old wharf, at nighttime.
Go to the old wharf after dark and talk to the mysterious person. It is one of Nathan's men in disguise. If you do not agree to betray the family, everything's fine and well. If you agree to betray them, Vico who is hiding in the shadows will kill you, and the module is over.

[Portrait / Shandor]
This quest is available right from the start.
When you walk around in the area around Gaston's tailor shop in northern Betancuria, somebody by the name Mart will approach you and ask you to allow him to draw a painting of you. If you agree and go with him, a squad of Dhorn will enter his atelier and take the newly created portrait with them.
Mart hints that the Dhorn may have taken the portrait to the administration building (Western Betancuria; you can get the same information if you confide in Nathan about what you have done).
When you circle around the administration building a wizard by the name Shandor will approach you and tell you to meet him at his home (also in Western Betancuria). Go and see Shandor, as he will help you if you pay him a couple hundred gold, or agree to sleep with him and he will teleport you into the administration building.
The portrait is stored in one of the storage rooms. Watch out for the patrolling guards. To get out you need to acquire a rusty iron key. Either Pick Pocket it from one of the guards (you can also kill them to get it) or just pick up the rusty iron key that lies on the floor in the back of the dark storage room. Use the rusty iron key to unlock the door leading upstairs and go up.
Now you will need to get out of the building itself. This can be done in two ways:
-	Pick up a maid's dress and disguise yourself as a maid (that will also make the patrols neutral towards you) and persuade the guards at the front door that your working shift is over. A maid's dress can be found in the crate in the small storage room in a room on the other side of the area.  One of the maids will tell you where to get it.
-	Talk to other the maid and agree to let her help you (though she will want to take all of your gold and a couple of items, too!).

[Rick Cars]
This quest is available right from the start.
Talk to Vico once you have entered the hideout in the sewers and he will ask you to take out Rick Cars. This can be done in two ways:
-	Rick and his gang can be found in the dark alley north of the harbor, after dark. Kill Rick and report back to Vico.
-	During the day, break into the abandoned house west of the alley; go through the trapdoor and past the spider. Bash the webs covering the wooden door and enter the small sewer leading to Rick's hideout and take them by surprise (easier as two of the gang and Rick is asleep).
-	During the day break into the door in the alley and take them by surprise (easier as two of the gang and Rick is asleep).


[Jacia's Messenger] will result in evil alignment adjustment.
This quest is available right from the start.
Jacia wants you to deliver a "gift" to Captain Ters. Get the bag from her, and then make your way to "The Swordfish" (harbor area, Southern Betancuria). It is only open after dark.
Upon entering, you will be molested by some of the drunken sailors. With the help of a certain Dhorn, you make it out before things get out of control, but the Dhorn guards now stationed at "The Swordfish" will attack you on sight from now on, so you need to sneak in.
Captain Ters is in the small room in the back of the tavern. Give him Jacia's bag. Go back to Jacia to claim your reward.

[Vald's Key]
This quest is available once you have passed Lesson 5 and finished the "Jacia's Messenger" quest.
Jacia wants you to get a key from Vald who can be found at the arena in the western part of the city. Go and visit the arena on one of the nights that it is open (1st, 4th and every 3rd night thereafter). Vald is watching the fights. Pick Pocket his key and go back to Jacia to get your reward. 

[Kill Vald] will result in evil alignment adjustment.
This quest becomes available after you have stolen Vald's key for Jacia.
Talk to Jacia after you have finished the "Vald's Key" quest and she will tell you that Vald is an old friend of hers, and that she wants to see him dead. She will give you back the key you have just stolen from Vald.
Go to 15, Squire's Road (Western Betancuria) and unlock the door using Vald's key. Kill Vald and go back to Jacia for your reward.

[Dhorn Love]
This quest becomes available on your way to 23, Knight's Street (Western Betancuria) during Lesson 5. It is tied in with the "Dhorn Slayer" quest.  

[Dhorn Slayer] will result in evil alignment adjustment.
This quest becomes available once you are accepted into the family (upon completing Chapter One). The quest is rather difficult and quite combat-heavy so it is not recommended to try it before you are around level 8-10.
Jacia wants you to kill two Dhorn generals in the city and a visiting noble called Simon. The generals can be found at 1, Princess Boulevard and 4, Westside (both in Western Betancuria), and possibly at the Barracks (Northern Betancuria). She will give you the key to 1, Princess Boulevard, but you have to break into the other locations. Jacia also hints that you might get special help from "Felgen's Mining Company" (Northern Betancuria). Go there and talk to the dwarf. Persuade him to sell you explosives which can be used to make combat a little easier though still tricky (the easiest option is if you can afford to buy a Ring of Elemental Resistance then use yourself as a "suicide bomber" on the generals; if you pick pocket the generals and the guards around them, the resulting fights will also be a easier, as you can take away their weapons and healing potions this way).
Go to 1, Princess Boulevard and open the door using Jacia's key. Sneak up to the upper floor. Either the general is at work (during the day, in this case you have to come back later) or he walks around (in the evening) or he's asleep in his bedroom (after midnight). Find him and take him out.
Break into 4, Westside (take the backdoor). Make your way to the upper floor. Grab the polished steel key from the general's bedroom (room in the south-eastern corner of the upper floor; it's in the chest of drawers). Go down again, enter the cellar and unlock the metal door with the polished steel key. The general is busy questioning a captive. A couple more captives are locked up in one of the prison cells. You can free the captives; in this case they will attack the general and the guards, making the fight a little easier. Take out the general. Note that you will get bonus XP for every captive that survives the battle.
To kill Simon you will need to follow the journal instructions for the "Dhorn Love" quest. This is not a difficult part, as long as you can kill Simon in his room in the end. How you achieve this is up to you.
Go back to Jacia for your reward (you actually do not have to do this at the end of the quest; Jacia will give you a little reward every time you present her with a new head).

[Nice Company]  (or “Meet the Dumbass Dhorn Captain Dude”)
This quest becomes available once you have been to "The Swordfish" (for whatever reason, idle curiosity or "Jacia's Messenger" quest).
Mando wants you to entertain a Dhorn soldier and this way find out a little more about them. He will give you the key to 19, Acorn Street, where the meeting is to take place. You need to be at 19, Acorn Street, before 9pm the following evening. If you do not show up, or if you are late you cannot finish the quest and will get a reproach from Mando.
Arrive early and rather sit and wait until your date arrives. You may wear clothes, lingerie or wait for him in the nude, but the latter two is more difficult to recover from in the ensuing dialogue. Being modest and polite (and able to Bluff and/or Persuade) gets you more information than being rude or bawdy (he is a Dhorn, after all), but most dialogue paths can be recovered from even when you challenge his views. If the Dhorn attacks you, hit the road (he's a key NPC for part two and therefore cannot be killed).
Once your talk is over, go back to Mando and give him your report.

[Mayor's Mansion]
This quest is available once you have finished Lessons 4 and 6.
Talk to Mando, as he wants you to retrieve a statue from the mayor's mansion but in order to get into the mansion you will need to disguise yourself as a dancer. Get the dancer's dress from Mando and deposit all your other gear in the chest next to Mando (or any other place you feel comfortable with; no drop items may stay in your inventory of course).
Go to the Mayor's Mansion on the island in the middle of the southern part of the city. The major-domo will allow you in only if you only have the dancer's dress on you (see above).
Play along at the dancing scene and once it is over talk to the lord and be nice to him (if you are rude you will be thrown out and the quest is over):
-	You can sleep with him (this may increase your "special love" skill and provides an alternate exit from the mansion with some clothes on).
-	You do not have to sleep with him if you persuade him to get you some wine, and then hit the road while he's getting it for you.
Convince the guard that you have been sent for, and then sneak up to the upper floor. Be careful, as you will be killed on sight if you are caught there! Get the small silver key from the Mayor's desk (first room to the west when entering the upper floor).
You can steal a nice sword from the Dhorn general who is busy with Evana. Find the Mayor (he is busy on the floor of the library) and grab his key (it's right next to him). Unlock the Mayor's bedroom using the mayor's key. There's a secret door on the west wall. Unlock the cell using the rusty key. Grab the statue.
Make your way out of the mansion:
-	You can use the window in the small bedroom to the west of the Mayor's bedroom.
-	You can just walk out through the front door if you haven't gotten caught yet.
-	Go back to the lord (if you slept with him) and wake him up. This way you will have clothes on once you're outside and don't risk catching a cold.  Plus you get bonus xp.
Go back to Mando for your reward.

Points of Interest.
===============
Word of Note:  

In the original campaign, and in most modules, it quickly becomes boring to go into each house and take the few gold pieces and minor gems that are in various containers.  However, in A Dance with Rogues part one, and to a lesser degree, part two, it is truly important to leave no stone unturned.  The main reason is because you get xp for every unlocked door and trap that you overcome.  There are also a few places that have an interesting encounter of some sort or another.  This will lead you to a few of those.  I will also point out a couple of things that seem like they should be interesting, but really aren’t.

Northern Betancuria:

	Quick note; many of the shopkeepers have doors that go upstairs or down.  These doors are locked and require a specific key.  The truth is that there is no key.  They are just to imply that the shopkeeper has a living area, and that there is nothing there of interest.  So don’t worry about those.
	There is a bakery along the East Wall The owner there will give you a honey pie that, when eaten, will give you 1hp.  
	1 Summer Lane, between the Bear Pit and the Lion’s Head Inns, There is a pickable door here.  It is very difficult to do this one without one of the guards noticing you.  If you do, then just run away for a moment and they may lose interest.  Be sure you save before trying this door.  Inside, be sure to sneak, as there is a minogon guard there.  Open up the desk and there are some scrolls:  First level through forth.  Very nice haul.  
	In the apartment to your right as you go into your apartment that Master Nathan gives you after chapter 2, there is a little bit of treasure, and a little conversation where you question who your neighbors might be.  You can pick this lock before you get your apartment if you wish.  The neighbors never do show up.
	Penombre mentions “The lockers in the baths, both in the men and women dressing rooms, provide some nice loot but the guards are quite vigilant in there” I’ve never actually tried that.
	3 Castle street, near 5 castle street where you get one of the rings for Yance has some rats in it and a corpse with a tiny amount of treasure.
	11 Summer Lane, behind the tailor’s shop has bandits in it.  You can sneak past them if your skills are good enough, or kill them if you’re powerful enough.  Either way I’d wait until high enough level.  The chest has decent treasure in it.

12 Ring Plaza, just outside of the Bear Pit and to the west is the fortune teller Sanah, when you talk to her she will tell you a vision of your future.  You may recognize this prophecy as the description of part two.  She drinks a potion to forget all of it.  She will cure you of all negative effects for 100gp.
	4 Acorn street, the door directly across from the Bear Pit, has a trap with a hostile commoner and dog there is also a trap to disarm and a cabinet with a little treasure.
6 Carnival Street, next to the Tea Shop has a girl and a worker in it, but no treasure, not worth entering.  Just pick the lock for xp.
	7 Market Place, in the same building as the Tea Shop, just further out into the open area, has a person in it that will ask for your help with a lock in the basement.  If you follow him, he will turn into a werewolf when you get into the basement.  Make sure you can handle a fight, because you can’t get out without the key on his body.  There is also a ruby IIRC.  (if I recall correctly)
	8 Temple, 6 Temple, and 2 Temple, are all across the street from the temple and all have pickable locks and a couple have a little treasure, one or two have hostiles and 2 Temple has a commoner and her child IIRC.

4 Temple has some workers in it.  You would think there is something of interest here, but there isn’t.  The workers really have nothing to say.
	When you are of a higher level and have a very good pick lock and disable trap as well as sneak, you should go to the ruined barracks behind the academy.  The guard will most likely notice you no matter what when you pick the door.  Run away from him until he is away from the door, or lead him in and kill him.  Once there, you will find a trapdoor.  Go down and there are a number of traps.  You will find a gelatinous cube (used to be a lady vampire with some nice treasure) there that you can sneak past or kill.  The portcullis is like a 43 to pick or something, so you may need a good set of picks to get in.  Once past, you go up into the main barracks.  There are a crapload of guards here, so be sure to sneak.  The rooms in the halls only have more guards, so don’t open them.  In the main area, you will find a door to the right that leads to the library.  Lots of nice scrolls here.  Then you need to go into the personnel office and get a silver key off the ground in front of one of the bookshelves.  IIRC, there is a note about a disease spreading through the guards.  Ignore this as it was part of the vampire thing that no longer exists.  Use the key to get into the payroll office.  PAYDAY!  The three chests have a total of 45,000 gold pieces in them.  There also used to be a doorway upstairs to beat up a Dhorn General, but that quest has been changed.  Interestingly enough, the upstairs and the general are still in the toolset, but with no way to get into them.  I think Valine left them there in case she had need later.

 Southern Betancuria

	The ferry man can take you back and forth between the north part of this area and the south part next to the Swordfish.
	There is an incident along the northern part of the area where people are gathered around.  Talk to one of the bystanders and they will tell you that a guard was killed.  Then they will all go away with the body.
	There is a dark alley where Rick Cars and his gang come out at night.  If you go here at night Rick will accost you and demand money.  The first time, you have the opportunity to bluff for xp.  After that, he will take all your possessions, including your clothes, or you can run away, he will turn hostile and chase you.  Or you can fight him.  If you have nothing, then he will do bad things to you.  There is a quest described above that Vico gives you.

There is a spot near the alley that says the door to the north looks interesting.  Go in there; there are rats, a chest and a trapdoor.  Go down the trapdoor and there is a spider and two doors.  One of the doors leads to Rick Cars hide out.  During the day, you can perform Coup de gras upon him if you close the doors.  He has some treasure.  The other door leads to a crypt with some treasure and undead.
	17 River Road is the apartments where you meet the lady for lesson #4, and where you meet Adam for the upstairs academy information.  There is a portcullis that looks like it leads to the cellar and says it needs a key if you try to pick it.  There is no key and it leads nowhere.  None of the other apartments have anything of interest, just people that tell you to go away.
7 Lark Lane, behind Gina’s Amazon Shop; Penombre has this to say “Beware the Spectre inside, which is very difficult to bypass and almost as hard to vanquish. The chest it guards contains a longsword which does 1d6 fire damage to undead.”
	In the Ranger’s Guild, there is a room with locks that you can pick.  If you run into the guildmaster, I believe you can talk him into attacking you.  IIRC, he has a key to unlock the exterior doors to the guild.  There is really no reason to do this, unless you just like pissing people off and opening doors.  My memory is a little fuzzy on this one.
	6 Wharf Lane in the Southwestern part of the city has a trapdoor.  When you go down that trapdoor, you will enter an area with a lot of locked doors.  Ignore them and go to the center chamber.  Pick and disarm the coffin for nice treasure.  When you take an item, all the doors open and skeletons and zombies attack you.  You can run away or kill them for about 1xp each.  Woohoo I say.
Careful around the docks in the southern part of the area, the sailors and dock workers will approach you.  If you go with them, you will become a prostitute.  One of them is a special agent and guards will attack you when you are alone.
	The Wildcat is the big building in the south with lights on the door.  Go to the side door, there is a chest in the room to the right and get some goodies.  Bash the spider web and then sneak past the spider or kill it.  Go to the left up the stairs.  The first door on the right has an adult outfit in it and a whip.  This has no specific purpose in the game.  The next room up has a wraith or spectre in it. I don’t remember exactly.  

Western Betancuria

	1 Westside, just to the right when you enter the area.  Don’t let the guards see you pick the lock.  Go inside and sneak past the dog to go upstairs.  In the room to the right, there are two ladies doing their thing.  Do not disturb them, they will get hostile.  .  .  Wouldn’t you?  Open the cabinet for armor with the best name and a nice whip.  They don’t have any other purpose within the plots of the game.
	3 Westside has a crapload of rats in it and a corpse with a little treasure.
	The cellar to 5 Westside has more rats and a couple of crates IIRC.  It’s the portcullis door near the smoldering building.

Over in the southwest corner of the area, you will go past a building with the smell of meat or something.  There is no way to get into the building.  I believe it was something from a previous version that has no point now.
*spoiler* The arena office has some treasure in it.  However, all of the guards in the arena will become hostile to you.  They will revert to friendly after you complete the gladiator quest.
The round sewer grate behind 4 Westside is an exit for later in the game.

SART (Sewer Area Rapid Transit)

	There are a number of entrances to the sewers.  Each time you enter one, you can transition to another area.  It’s a useful way to get around a large city.  You need to get the key to the sewers from the old man after you complete the Drago quest.  The areas are:
	*exit below the Bear Pit* which is a trapdoor on the main floor of the Bear Pit.  It only appears once you have entered there through the sewers.

*exit to Western Betancuria* this lets you out in the southwest corner of Western Betancuria.
*exit to Northern Betancuria* this lets you out in Northern Betancuria, just to the east of the Bear Pit.
*exit below Drago’s warehouse* which is the area just outside the door to Drago when he first let’s you in the sewer.
	*hideout in the sewers* will take you to a ladder.  Sneak past the rats (I always kill them, because I have to come here so often.  You can lead them to the hideout and the guards will kill them if you’re lower level.)  and you can get to the hideout.
Other than that, you can explore, kill some rats, meet a couple of gelatinous cubes, and get a little treasure here and there.

Hideout

	You can meet Alphons and get the sixth lesson here.

You meet Tarleth as soon as you come in and she tells you about people.
Mando and Jacia give you side quests.
Pett will give you nice massages and flirt with you.
Kenny and Dara will play a dice game called 66 with you.  This game will be played at the beginning of part two so you can check it out now if you like.  There is a pretty good system for beating it, but it’s been a while.

